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The Haze (a.k.a
Monterey Haze),
a

founditional

Sierra strain.
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Celestial light reflects off the moon's
face onto the canyon, so bright that you
may as well shut off your headiights and
smartphone ar-rd allow the stars to guide
your way. Reception tl-ris far above sea
levei is a tricky proposition anlway, and
the roads here are a barren and 1one1y
expanse that reflects the sky's hazy blue

illumination for miles on end. A fresh
round ofthe Central Valley's periodic
bouts of fecundity has commenced, and
it sounds like everlthing in the forests is
hissing with delight. This year, I've been
invited to the pafty.
My host is Crockett, a third-generation pot farmer who I'ras collected and
archived a forn.ridable array of superpotent cannabis strains, some of them
deriving from vintage'70s Haze strains,
others procured over a decades-long
inquiry into the cannabis plant's many
flavors and moods. From there, Crockett
and a close-knit team of growers have
assiduously crossed the strains they've
accumulated to develop a collection of
connoisseur phenotypes utterly unique to
the region's Mediterraneari climate and
mountainous terrain. Many of the strains
he grows*in particular the Los Ange1es Medical Cannabis Cup-nominated

Private Reserve and a brand-new taste
treat he calls the Tanj-are of his orm
genetic invention, highly prized by
patients at l,As higher-end dispensaries and available nowhere else in the
wor1d. He's featured prominently in
Mark Haskell Smith's drug-tourist odyssey Heart of Dank ness : Unclerground
Botanists, Outla,ru Farmers and the Race
Jbr the Ca.nnabis Czp (Broadway Books),
and his crops epitomize the specimens of
"dank" bud that Smith comes to admire.
Smith describes Crockett in the book
as a soft of gentle giant who could turn
menacing if provoked, but once I flnally
meet him, I realize that it would take a
1ot to provoke him. Nowadays, thanks to
the medical boom, local growers like him
can cultivate just under 100 plants 1ega11y
(at least as far as the state is concerned),
so even the Mexican cartels have moved
down from their illegal park grows to set

up shop. Sure, there's Operation Mercury,
the joint federal/local anti-grow-op task
force that still racks up weekly mentions
in the local papers, but those guys have
come and gone in this area, so Crockett's
harvest is safe for now. And thanks to a
good, dry extended summer in the region,
Crockett's plants, he assures me, are looking robust. I'11 see for myself tomorrow.
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Crockett picks me up early the next day
and drives me to the flrst grow site. It's
located in the mountains at a 5,000foot elevation. The US Forestry Service
website gushes over the rare diversity of
evergreens in the lower montane, which
testifies to t1.re land's ability to suppoft
all sorts of life. Of course, the Forestry
Service wasn't referring to Armenian
campers doing Journey karaoke or sevenfoot-tall cannabis plants, but both have
been sighted in and around the property
we're heading to. Once we reach the
house-a dun-red cabin with a wooden
deck out front and a shooting target
perched on a stump 50 feet away-we
can see the hoses ieading down the
declivity toward a smal1 shed. Crockett
shows us the way.
The lirst rarity he introduces us to is
the Monterey Haze a.k.a "The Flaze" or
"Queen Bee." Crockett traces this plant's
lineage all the way back to the original
Haze seeds that eventually grew tire

Amsterdam market. This particular plant
is sti1l flowering, and Crockett wonders
aloud whether they may need to enclose
it in a greenhouse, slou'as it is. But this
particular Haze pheno, along with the
Cali Haze growing close by, is literally

